Cascades of sophisticated heart designs have been lovingly showered onto 30 ready-to-color pages. Pulses will beat with excitement as vibrant hues are added to a sea of surging, interlocking, spinning â€” and beautifully rendered â€” hearts of every shape and size! Each design is fascinating and unique...just like love itself! Heart Designs Coloring Book. Add to Wishlist. Heart Designs Coloring Book. By: Wil Stegenga, Coloring Books for Adults. 4.5. Heart Designs (Dover Desi has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Buy usedÂ Hearts Stained Glass Coloring Book (Dover Stained Glass Coloring Book) by Cathy Beylon Paperback $1.99. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Discover 1 Book Heart design on Dribbble. Your resource to discover and connect with designers worldwide.Â Book Heart. Inspirational designs, Illustrations, and graphic elements from the worldâ€™s best designers. View Book lover. Book lover. Like. ðŸ¥‡ Nazary Dudnik.